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CHILD RESTRAINT SYSTEMS 
ARE EXTREMELY 

EFFECTIVE!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I want to begin with my main point of the day, that child restraint systems are extremely effective. And yes, I used all caps on purpose because I didn’t want to actually yell at you.



The best thing we can do to improve child 
passenger safety:

every child, 
restrained according to best practice,

on every trip.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Because of my first point, I am now trying to make this second point every time I speak about child passenger safety. 



Best Practice Recommendations 

• Rear-facing to at least age 2
• Rear-facing or forward-facing 

harnessed restraints until age 5
• Forward-facing harnessed restraints 

or boosters until age 11 or 145 cm
• Boosters or seatbelts in all seating 

positions for age 11+
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For reference, here are my interpretations of best practice recommendations, which are slightly more specific regarding age than the AAP or NHTSA recommendations. Rear-facing until 2, harnessed until 5 , boosted until age 11 or 145 cm. While I agree that the 145 cm/4’9” height is not a magic number, I’m pretty confident that most kids below this height would benefit from a booster. When we look at the percentage of kids by age who reach this height, we see that most kids under age 11 would benefit from using a booster.



Pediatric Motor-Vehicle Fatalities

• Overall occupant fatalities have 
decreased 22% from 2004-2018

• Child fatalities have dropped 43-63%
• This includes all crash types
• This includes child restraints “as used”, 

so ~>70% misuse rates
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here is some evidence for my first two slides. When we look at fatalities in MVC, overall fatalities in the US population have decreased between 2004 and 2018 by 22%. But when we look at kids in different age groups, we see reductions by two to three times that level shown here. I want to remind you that this covers all crash types, and includes child restraints “as used”, which we know includes misuse rates of 70% or more.



Child Restraint: Use 2006 vs. 2017
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
While some of these fatality reductions have been improvements in vehicle safety and crash avoidance systems, I believe the majority is from increased use of recommended restraints. The age groups on this plot are defined by the national survey on the use of booster seats, so they don’t exactly align with the best practice groupings in the rest of the presentation. On this graph, we have pairwise comparisons between 2006 and 2017 for each age group. So in 2017, we finally have almost all kids under 1 rear facing. For 1-3 year olds, its good that we see fewer of these kids in boosters and more rear-facing, but ideally we should be around a third rear facing and the rest forward facing. For the 4-7, our booster use remains the same which is not ideal, but we can see that some of the belt restrained kids switched to boosted, and some boosted kids to FF harness. For kids 8-12, we see a slight increase in CRS use, but the numbers should be closer to half. 



Pediatric Injury Risk in MVC
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This plot is from another study we did using NASS-GES data to look at the risk of KAB injury from police reports by age group and restraint. For this study, we coded each child in a crash as optimally restrained if they followed best practice recommendations for their age, suboptimal if they were restrained any other way, and unrestrained. So the obvious thing from this plot is how much bigger those unrestrained risk bars are compared to suboptimal and optimal. If we could turn those unrestrained kids into restrained kids, we would reduce risk by 3 to 7 times. If we could turn suboptimally restrained kids into optimally restrained kids, we could reduce injury risk by another 30-50%.



Child Restraint Regulatory Testing vs. Field 
Experience

Testing

• Only test in frontal crashes on a 
forward-facing bench

• Only test at one crash severity
• Only test with 12MO, 3YO, 6YO, and 

10YO frontal crash dummies
• Crash dummy thoracic spines are rigid 

steel boxes; neck injury measures are 
not consistent with what we see in 
field data so we don’t evaluate them 
in regulation

Field Experience
• Child restraints are very effective in all 

types of crash directions and 
severities

• Child restraints work with almost 
every size of kid

• We don’t see many serious injuries in 
rear impacts among kids of any age, 
even those in rear-facing child 
restraints

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
People are often surprised at how effective child restraint systems are once they learn what child restraint testing involves. We only evaluate them in frontal crashes, and at one fairly severe crash level. Regulations only test with four sizes of crash dummies, and the dummies are only designed to have realistic response under frontal loading and even then, we know there are some things that are unrealistic about the dummies. In particular, their thoracic spines are rigid steel boxes. Many of us believe that this makes any measurements of dummy neck loading unreliable, because the injury measures aren’t consistent with what we see in field data, which is why they are not evaluated in regulation.With anything we do in laboratory testing, we need to check against what we see in the field. And these data, that I just highlighted in the last few slides, seem to tell us that child restraints are very effective in all types of crash directions and severities, and that child restraints work with almost every size of kid. In particular, we don’t see many serious injuries in rear impacts among kids of any age, even those in rear-facing child restraints, where we know there is potential for head contact on rebound because of how they’re installed.



Initial AV Deployments

• The initial deployments of AVs are 
expected to be in a shared-services 
model, not private vehicles

• In NHTS 2017, only 1.7% of all trips in the 
US were in taxis/ride-hailing

• Even fewer with kids
• ADA requirements mean that companies 

offering shared services cannot deploy 
without accessible options

• Providing safe, independent options for 
wheelchair users in AVs is challenging.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So now on to thinking about kids and automated vehicles. So the high effectiveness of child restraints in all types of crashes that I just showed you is the main reason why I am not worried about their performance in automated vehicles. The second reason is that it is going to be a really long time before AVs are commonly used to transport kids. If you look at news reports over the last 10 years, the predictions about AV deployments have become a little more pessimistic. Currently, the initial deployments of AVs are expected to be in shared-service environment, not in private vehicles. When you look at the trips recorded in 2017 in the National Household Travel Survey, only 1.7% of all trips with the US were in taxis or ride-hailing, which is not very many, and there’s probably even fewer with kids.One reason why it’s taking longer to deploy AVs than anticipated is that the Americans With Disabilities Act means that if you are offering shared-services transportation, you have to have an equivalent accessible option available. One of my other areas of research is wheelchair transportation safety, and I have learned that providing a safe way for wheelchair users to secure themselves and their wheelchairs in AVs independently without a driver to help is going to be challenging.



Unconventional Seating in AVs

Vehicle Seat Direction

• Not all vehicle seats will be rear-facing
• Not all AVs will operate bidirectionally
• Seats that can change orientation will 

have integrated seatbelts and have 
LATCH

Reclined Seating

• Seats that recline will still have 
standard upright mode

• Providing a reclined option will be 
limited by the ability to design a 
seatbelt system that doesn’t cause 
lumbar spine injuries in reclined 
passengers

• Mean length of trips is 15 minutes, 
and 90% are less than 40 minutes; do 
we really have time for naps?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Another concern about AVs is potential for unconventional seating arrangements where the vehicle seats face rearward or angled, and how is that going to work when we only test child restraints on a forward-facing bench. However, not all vehicle seats are going to be rear-facing. While there are some AVs that will operate bidirectionally, but they all are not going to function this way. If a vehicle has seats that can be reconfigured, they are going to have integrated seatbelts and LATCH, which may be beneficial for older kids, and will be capable of installing a CRS.The other idea is that AVs will allow reclined seating so people can take naps if they don’t have to operate the vehicle. Seats that recline are still going to have a standard upright mode. And providing a reclined option is going to be limited by the ability to design a seatbelt system that doesn’t cause lumbar spine injuries in reclined passengers, which is an area of research some of my colleagues are working on. Also, from that same analysis where we found only 1.7% of trips are in taxis/ride-hailing, we found that the average trip length is only 15 minutes, and 90% of trips are less than 40 minutes. So I’m not sure if that’s going to be enough time for a nap on most trips.



Research: CRS In Unconventional Seating

• 6YO and 10YO frontal 
crash dummies have 
problems assessing CRS in 
oblique, lateral, and rear 
impacts

• Far-side impacts have 
potential for injurious 
contact in forward-facing 
and rear-facing vehicle 
seats

• RFCRS in rear-facing seats 
in frontal impacts similar 
to RFCRS in forward-facing 
seats in rear impacts

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
However, NHTSA has heard people’s concerns, they sponsored some initial research in this area. My colleagues and I at UMTRI just finished a modeling study where we looked at performance of CRS in some unconventional seating arrangements like those shown here. The report is under review, but our main key findings are listed here. First, when we ran model validation tests, we discovered some issues using the 6YO and 10YO in assessing CRS in oblique, lateral, and rear impacts, so we aren’t entirely confident in what the tests were telling us. We also identified the potential for injurious head contact in farside crashes for older kids, but this risk was similar in conventional and unconventional arrangements. Finally, we were able to confirm that RFCRS in rear-facing seats in frontal impacts had a similar response to RFCRS in forward-facing seats in rear impacts. This research identified potential injury causing scenarios in both conventional and unconventional seating arrangements that could be addressed. So what should we do?



Possible Future Directions

• We could spend tens of millions of 
dollars developing new child crash 
dummies and test procedures to test 
CRS in other crash modes and in  
unconventional seating

• Because of extra testing costs, CRS 
could become more expensive, which 
could lead to unintended 
consequence of lower recommended 
use

• We can trust current field data that 
CRS are extremely effective in all crash 
directions, even when misused

• Spend available funding on education 
and providing CRS for people who 
can’t afford them to get more kids 
using recommended child restraints

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
One option is we could spend tens of millions of dollars developing new child crash dummies and test procedures to test CRS in other crash modes and in unconventional seatingBut the potential drawback of doing this is the unintended consequence of child restraints becoming more expensive when development costs increase because more tests are required for certification.Or we can trust the current field data that CRS are extremely effective in all crash directions, even when misused, and spend available funding on education and purchasing CRS for people who need them to just get more kids using recommended child restraintsSo even though I’m a researcher who would benefit from proceeding with the first item listed here, I’m pretty sure you’ve all figured out that I would vote for the options in column 2.



Children Traveling Alone in AVs

• The American Academy of Pediatrics 
does not recommend that children 
stay home alone until age 11-12.

• For consistency, children should not 
be able to travel in AVs alone until 
they are age 11-12.

• When would a kid child be able to 
safely travel alone using public 
transportation?

• Getting lost
• Dealing with strangers

• Any child needing a CRS will be 
traveling with a caregiver who can 
install it.

• There should never be a situation 
where the only place to install a CRS is 
behind the steering wheel of a Level-4 
or Level-5 vehicle.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
One other point that comes up with kids and AVs is that if you have a kid traveling alone in an AV, who’s going to install their CRS? I am going to suggest that it should be a policy in the future that you should never have that situation. It’s not that AVs won’t be safe for kids in CRS, it’s that you should not have little kids unsupervised without a human grownup. The AAP recommends that kids generally aren’t mature enough to stay home alone and deal with an emergency until they are age 11 or 12. For consistency, kids should not be traveling in an AV alone until at least this age. For comparison, when would a kid be able to safely travel alone using public transportation, and be able to handle things like getting lost once they exit or dealing with strangers?So if we would have this policy of no solo kids under 13, any kid who needs a CRS should be traveling with a caregiver who can install it. This also means that there should never be a kid in a CRS seated in the driver’s seat behind the steering wheel of a Level-4 or Level-5 vehicle, because their caregiver could sit there.



Priorities for Child Passenger Safety

Now
• Increase child restraint use according 

to best practice recommendations
• Provide funding for CRS to those 

who cannot afford them
• Improve wording of state laws to 

meet best practice 
recommendations

• Align CRS labeling to meet best 
practice recommendations

• Reduce misuse of CRS

Future
• No solo children under 12
• CRS use required in AVs
• Caregivers install CRS for kids under 

11
• Avoid use of RFCRS in rear-facing 

vehicle seats
• Work on vehicle-based farside injury 

prevention solutions for everyone

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So this slide summarizes my recommendations for prioritizing child passenger safety activities now and in the future. First is to increase child restraint use according to best practice recommendations. Three things we could do are providing funding to purchase CRS, improve wording of state laws to meet best practice recommendations, and align CRS labeling to meet best practice recommendations. If we can make progress in this activity, the next thing we could do would be to reduce misuse of CRS to further improve performance. In the future, when making policies dealing with AVs and children, I would suggestion that we not allow children to travel solo in AVs if they are under age 12. We should require CRS in AVs, but if we are successful in achieving the items listed in column 1, by the time we actually have kids traveling regularly in AVs, it should be the norm that of course they would be using a CRS in an AV. If we have the age restriction, this means that there should always be a caregiver present to install CRS for kids under age 11 who need them. Given that AVs will have different types of seating options, it should be possible to avoid using RFCRS in rear-facing vehicle seats. And finally, it may be worthwhile to work on vehicle-based solutions to prevent injury in farside crashes that would benefit both kids and adults.



Suggested Law Wording
• All children under age 11 should use a child restraint system, unless they achieve 

good belt fit without it (usually not until they reach a height of 145 cm). 
• Children aged 11 to 16 should use a child restraint system or seat belt in all 

seating positions. 
• Children aged four and under who weigh 30 pounds or less should use a rear-

facing harnessed child restraint.
• Children aged four and under who weigh 30 to 50 pounds should use a rear-

facing or forward-facing harnessed child restraint. 
• Children weighing over 50 lbs or are over age 4 should use a forward-facing 

harnessed child restraint or a belt-positioning booster seat. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Should you be in a position to influence the wording of the child restraint law in your state, this is my suggestion for preferred wording that our team came up with after doing a study where we read every single state’s child passenger safety laws. It complies with best practice, doesn’t unintentionally make a better option illegal, and there are products available that should let every kid be able to comfortably meet the requirements.



Thank you for your attention!
Kathleen D. Klinich, PhD kklinich@Umich.edu
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